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About this Toolkit
Gun Free South Africa (GFSA) is working to make the
country safer by reducing and preventing gun violence
through influencing the law, social mobilisation and
creating awareness.
We are working with young people like you to find out what
your experiences and concerns with gun violence are and to
mobilise action together.
This toolkit has been designed for young South Africans aged
18–25. It offers a set of modules that give an overview of the
issue of gun violence in South Africa, as well as ways in which
all community members, in particular youth, can prevent and
reduce gun violence and create safer communities — from
the highest level of influencing policy to community level,
including local activism and civic engagement.

"We are
working
with young
people like
you to find
out what your
experiences
are, create
awareness,
and mobilise
action"
Know more
To empower yourself and
those around you, visit
www.safetytoolkit.org.za for
in-depth research, quizzes
and how you can get
involved in making South
Africa a safer country.
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Module 1:

Gun Control in
SOUTH AFRICA
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History of guns in South Africa
South Africa has one of the highest murder rates in the
world. The availability and social acceptability of guns is a
major contributing factor.

South Africa has inherited a ‘culture of violence’ from
its colonial and apartheid past. In the run-up to the 1994
democratic elections, over 3.5 million licensed firearms were in
the hands of 2.4 million individuals. At that time, gun ownership
was governed by the Arms and Ammunition Act of 1969, which
put the age limit for gun ownership at 16 years, allowed people
to own up to 12 guns, and gun licences were issued for life.

"Over 3.5 million
firearms were in
the hands of 2.4
million individual
owners pre-1994"

In 1994, 31 people were shot and killed each day; this figure
rose to 34 a day in 1998, which is when government started
taking action to tighten gun control in South Africa.

GUN VIOLENCE IN NUMBERS IN 1994

3 500 000

FIREARMS LICENSED
TO INDIVIDUAL GUN
OWNERS

31

people murdered
with guns in SA every
day, increasing to 34
a day in 1998

3

14 000

guns reported lost/
stolen from civilians
— an average of 39
guns a day
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What is gun control?
Gun control legislation aims to:

ŠŠ Regulate the number of legal guns

•

•

Control who can and cannot own a gun and the
conditions of that ownership.

Keep track of who owns which gun, so that each gun
can be linked to its owner should it be used to commit a
crime, or to know when guns have been stolen or lost.

"The majority
of illegal guns
were legally
owned before
leaking into the
illegal pool"

ŠŠ Take illegal guns out of circulation

•

Most illegal guns were once legally owned before
they leaked into the illegal pool. Legal guns become
illegal when they are lost or stolen. The biggest
source of illegal guns in SA are civilian gun owners.

How to reduce illegal guns:
1.

Limit the number of legal guns;

3.

Regularly destroy recovered, confiscated and unwanted
guns so they don't leak back onto the streets.

2.

Hold regular operations including search and seizures as
well as amnesties to recover illegal and legal guns; and

Why gun control is important
By controlling how many guns (legal and illegal) are on the
streets:
ŠŠ Crime will be less violent and deadly.

ŠŠ The risk of accidental death, suicide, and murder of

partners and family members can be reduced.
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"The biggest
source of illegal
guns in SA are
civilian gun
owners"
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Things you need to know:
the Firearms Control Act
The Firearms Control Act (FCA) governs
everything about guns in SA. It was signed
into law in April 2001 and replaced the old
Arms and Ammunition Act of 1969.

It features important principles like:
• Gun ownership is NOT a right but a privilege.
• The age limit for gun ownership is 21 years.
• The number of firearms for self-defence is
limited to one handgun or shotgun.
• A gun licence can only be issued after the
applicant has passed tests to qualify for a
competency certificate.
• Public spaces, like schools, can be
declared as Firearm Free Zones.
• Gun owners must renew their gun licence
regularly to make sure that they remain 'fit and
proper' to own the gun and that the firearm
has not been lost, stolen or illegally traded.
gun destruction
Legally you are not allowed to destroy your
own gun. It is the responsibility of the police to
destroy guns. These guns must be destroyed
by either crushing or smelting them in a hot
furnace. This ensures that these guns don't
make their way back on to the streets.

gun amnesty
During an amnesty you can hand your gun
and ammunition over to the police without
being prosecuted. For example, if you have
failed to renew your gun licence, you are
breaking the law. A gun amnesty will allow you
to hand in the gun without being prosecuted
for breaking the law.
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Strong gun laws save lives —
poor enforcement kills

Since the introduction of stronger gun laws in South Africa
there has been a significant drop in the country's gun-related
deaths: from 34 gun deaths a day in 1998 to 18 a day in 2009.

Gun laws prevent disability
Not only do they save lives, but gun
laws also reduce the risk of people
being shot and permanently disabled.
Before the FCA was passed into law,
South Africa’s traumatic spinal cord
injury (TSCI) rate was that of a country
at war. More people were disabled from
a gunshot than from a motor vehicle
accident. After the FCA was passed
into the law, the number of people
paralysed after a shooting declined
and car accidents became the leading
cause of TSCI.

Challenges facing gun control
Despite this great progress, gun violence started rising again
in 2011, due to:

1.

2.

3.

Poor management and fraud and corruption by the police.
Problems in the police service allowed guns in police
custody to be stolen and sold. In one case, a police
colonel and his accomplices stole 2 400 guns that were
meant to be destroyed and sold them to gangs in the
Western Cape (the Prinsloo case).

Corruption in the gun-licensing process
Police officials are bribed to either award gun licences
to individuals who were not fit for gun ownership or fasttrack applications without following due process to deal
with the backlog.

Poor compliance by gun owners
Gun owners are not complying with the 2018
Constitutional Court ruling that affirms the importance
of regular firearm renewal. As a result, over 450,000
guns are illegally possessed, which undermines SA's
firearms control management system.
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"As of 2014
gunshots
replaced car
accidents as the
leading cause of
traumatic spinal
cord injuries in
Cape Town"
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The result of poor enforcement
Poor enforcement ultimately leads to illegal guns ending up
back on the street and in the hands of people who are not fit
to handle or own a gun.
For example, as a result of the Prinsloo case:

89 killed
261 shot

2
400 guns
in police custody
sold to Western
Cape gangsters

888
guns
(37%)

?

recovered and
forensically linked to
1 066 murders

CHILDREN AFFECTED
by these guns

1100 GUNS

unaccounted for and
can still be used to
commit violent crimes

IF YOUR STOLEN GUN WAS THERE,
SO WERE YOU.
Eighteen South Africans are shot and killed every day.
Take responsibility. Hand in your gun. Visit gfsa.org.za
for more information.
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Facts
3 million

(5.9 guns per 100 people)
Firearms registered
to civilians
2015

-14%
4%

drop from
1999 when 3.5
million (8.3 guns
per 100 people)
were registered
to civilians

4
The number of Countries that have severely
restricted/banned civilian gun ownership

Australia, Botswana, Japan and the UK have severely restricted/banned
civilian gun ownership. These countries have some of the lowest gun-related
murders in the world — 42, 51, 4 and 23 respectively a year. In SA, 23 people
are shot and killed a day.

27 GUNS
A DAY

national health
budget spent
(R7.2 BILLION)
on treating
abdominal gunshot injuries at
state hospitals

The number of guns
reported lost or
stolen in 2016/2017
IN SOUTH AFRICA
25 guns from civilians
2 from police

Did you know?
It is illegal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To keep or use someone else’s gun.
To buy a gun from an unlicensed dealer.
Not to report a stolen or lost gun to the police.
To point a gun at someone.
Not to store the gun in a safe and secure place.
To discharge a gun in public without 'good cause'.
To provide false information on a gun application form.

Who is ‘fit and proper’ to own a gun?
A competency certificate to own a gun will
be denied if the applicant has:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A history of violence.
A criminal record.
A drug or alcohol abuse problem.
A conviction for sexual abuse or domestic violence.
Used a firearm negligently.
Been declared unfit to possess a gun.
Had a final protection order issued against them under the
Domestic Violence Act.
8
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Myths
××

Myth: Guns don’t kill people, people kill people.
Fact: People with guns can kill more people more quickly.
Evidence shows that limiting access to guns can prevent
murders, suicides and injuries. The data also show that
countries with restrictive gun laws and lower gun ownership
levels tend to have lower levels of gun violence.

××

Myth: Criminals don’t follow the law, so why
have any gun laws?
Fact: Not true! Since stricter gun laws were introduced in
2000, gun deaths have almost halved — from 34 a day to 18
a day — and gun-related crime fell by more than 21%.

××

Myth: Crime is committed with illegal guns
and not legal guns.
Fact: Most illegal guns were once legal guns. When legal
guns are either stolen or lost, they end up as illegal guns.
However, many legal guns are also used to commit crime,
especially in the home, and between partners or ex-partners.

××

Myth: The weapon used to commit a crime
has no relevance to the levels and impact of
the crime.
Fact: Firearms are most often the weapon of choice of
criminals: they are small, light, easy to use and conceal;
and they are more lethal than any other weapon. One in
three people who are shot will die, while one in 55 people
who are stabbed will die.

"1 in 3 people
who are shot
will die, while
1 in 55 people
who are stabbed
will die"

IF YOUR STOLEN GUN WAS THERE,
SO WERE YOU.
Over 50 firearms are reported stolen or misplaced every
day in South Africa. Take responsibility. Hand in your gun.
Visit gfsa.org.za for more information.
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Take action
What you can do:
✓✓ Your voice can stop a bullet. Don’t let the tiny minority

of gun owners in South Africa dominate the gun-control
debate. Raise your voice in support of a country free
from gun violence — reach out to your wider community
by writing letters to your local newspaper, phoning your
local radio station, tweeting or blogging.

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

Use this Toolkit to find out how you can take action
against gun violence in your family, circle of friends or
community.
Praise the police for gun recovery and destruction
campaigns but be critical when you hear cases where
the law hasn’t been implemented, resulting in unfit
people being granted gun licences.

Get the facts — read the news and follow Gun Free
South Africa on social media for news and information
about gun violence and how to prevent it.
@GunFreeSA

What your government can do:
✓✓

✓✓
✓✓
✓✓

✓✓

Comply with international obligations to regulate
firearms and ammunition, including securing stockpiles
to stop loss and theft — from the police, the military
and civilians.
Enforce the law, which will help reduce the risk of gun
violence.

Hold regular no-questions-asked amnesty and public
gun destruction campaigns.

Bring the Firearms Control Amendment Bill to
Parliament to close loopholes and strengthen the law
regulating who can own what gun for which purpose.

Provide accurate crime statistics with detailed
information on guns used in crime. This will help monitor
the impact of gun control policy and enforcement,
highlight successes and challenges, and identify areas
requiring urgent attention.
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can stop
a bullet"
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27 guns are either lost
or stolen in South
Africa each day
Notes
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How you can influence gun laws

In this module, we focus on how you can lobby to influence policy
and government's decision-making processes to strengthen
South Africa's gun law.

Parliament and public participation

Parliament is the legislative authority of South Africa, and
makes the laws that govern our country. It consists of
two houses. The National Assembly has 400 Members of
Parliament (MP) representing the different political parties in
proportion to the number of people who voted for them. The
National Council of Provinces (NCOP) has members from each
of the nine provinces to ensure that provincial interests are
represented in the national sphere of government. Both the
National Assembly and NCOP consist of different Committees
to streamline work e.g. gun control falls under the Portfolio
Committee of Police in the National Assembly.

"Parliament
makes the
laws that
govern our
country"

Parliament has three main functions:
1.

Make or change laws in accordance with the Constitution.

2.

Ensure service delivery by overseeing or monitoring
government’s actions and spending.

3.

Facilitate public participation and involvement in law-making.

Did you know?
The Constitution
says a Parliamentary
Committee meeting
may not be closed
to the public “unless
it is reasonable and
justifiable to do
so in an open and
democratic society”.
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What is public participation?
This is when members of the public get the opportunity to
give their views to government on any matter that affects
their lives. You can influence the way government makes laws.
Members of the public include South African citizens, civil
society organisations, interest groups, business, trade
unions and academic institutions. You have the power to
make a difference!

"You have
the power
to make a
difference!"

What is an active citizen?

Being an active citizen means you are interested in improving
the lives of others, questioning the way things are done and
taking action to make a difference. A healthy democracy
depends on active and informed citizens.

What is advocacy?

Advocacy is the ability to change things at different levels —
from the personal to the political — and from the local to the
national level. Advocacy can take on many forms and mainly
involves building support for your cause. This can include
talking to the media, grassroots mobilisation, networking,
coalition-building and lobbying (persuading) policy makers to
change laws and policies.

How laws are made

Understanding how laws are made can help you get involved
in influencing the law-making process.

14

"Being an
active citizen
means you are
interested
in improving
the lives of
others"
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The law-making process

1. White Paper
This is a broad statement of government policy and is
advertised for public comment.
2. Draft Bill
A Draft Bill is formulated with public input, before
it is introduced to Parliament. This is your chance
to make changes. The Draft Bill is advertised in the
Government Gazette.
3. Portfolio Committee
The Portfolio Committee seeks public input (public
hearings or written submissions) before a Draft Bill is
penned. This is another opportunity to suggest changes.
The Draft Bill is then debated in the committee, and is
open to the public.
4. Parliament
Parliament votes on the Draft Bill in its final form and
then it goes to the President to be signed into law as an
Act of Parliament.
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ADVOCACY IN ACTION

How civil society won the battle for strict gun control
South Africans worked tirelessly to ensure that the Firearms Control Act
contained clauses that would reduce access to guns and prevent gun violence.
Opposing this were many pro-gun organisations like gun dealers’ associations,
gun manufacturers, gun owners, hunters and pro-gun lobby groups.

The Gun Control Alliance (GCA) was the driving force behind the push for stricter
gun control. It consisted of 450 members including business, health, human
rights, religious, women and youth organisations.
The motto 'one message many voices' was the foundation of the GCA. The Gun
Control Charter, a list of minimum demands to be included in South Africa's
new gun law helped guide the ‘one message’. Once the Charter was finalised, it
was publicised — in newspaper articles and radio shows, in pamphlets and at
meetings — for endorsement. In this way many different voices were raised in
support of stricter gun control.

When the Firearms Control Bill was published for comment, members of the GCA
made written submissions in which they described their solutions to gun violence.
While the Gun Control Charter helped guide submissions, often these solutions
went much further e.g. calling for the age limit for gun ownership to be raised from
16 to 25 years, while the Charter called for 18 years.
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What is a submission?
Making a submission is a powerful opportunity for you or any other member of the
public to propose changes on any matter being considered by Parliament.
ŦŦ It is the presentation of views or opinions on legislation under consideration.
ŦŦ It can be presented in any language.
ŦŦ It is usually in written form, but can be presented in the form of an oral
submission at a public hearing.

The more submissions that are sent, the greater chance of influencing legislation.
How to write a submission

Introduction
ŦŦ Are you presenting your own views in this submission? If so, what is your
name and contact details? Very briefly (in one or two sentences) describe
what you do. Describe why you are interested in making a submission on
the Bill.
ŦŦ If you are presenting your organisation’s view, what is the name and contact
details of your organisation? Very briefly (in one or two sentences) describe
what your organisation does. How many members does your organisation
have, or what constituency does it serve? Describe why your organisation is
interested in making a submission on the Bill.
Overview
Overall, do you think that the Bill is necessary and important? Do you support
the Bill or oppose it?
Detailed Comments
ŦŦ Are there specific comments you want to make?
ŦŦ Do you very strongly support specific sections of the Bill?
ŦŦ Or strongly oppose specific sections?
ŦŦ Are there matters which have been left out?

Raise the points that you believe are most important. Give background to the
problems you raise and if you refer to a particular section of the Bill, give the
number to make reading your submission easy.
Request to address public hearings
If you or your organisations would like to give oral testimony during the public
hearings on the Bill, request this in a cover letter that accompanies your
submission. The letter should have the details of a contact person.
Closure
Thank the person/ committee for considering your submission.
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Facts
IN SOUTH AFRICA,
you have the power to
make your voice heard!

the word
"parliament"
comes from the
french word
"parler", which
means
"to speak".

anybody over the age of 18
can participate indirectly in
parliament simply by voting
in the elections.

18!

Democracy is not an event that
occurred in 1994. It is a process

to which all of us can contribute
by making our voices heard in
Parliament, in the provincial
legislatures and in broader society.

The Bill of Rights guarantees
the right to assemble, demonstrate,
picket and present petitions as long
as this is done in a peaceful way and
protestors are unarmed.

Although ordinary citizens may not
submit bills to Parliament, they
may lobby MPs or Committees to
introduce legislation that deals with
their concerns.

Public participation makes up
one third of the key functions
of Parliament. The other two
are oversight and passing
legislation.

LOBBY MEANS TO PERSUADE
18
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Myths
××

Myth: Ordinary citizens cannot influence
the decisions made in Parliament
Fact: You are empowered by the South African Constitution
to make your voice heard through public participation.

××

Myth: You need to speak English in Parliament.
Fact: You can choose any of the 11 official languages to
communicate in Parliament.

××

Myth: Payment is required to access Parliament.
Fact: Parliament does not require a fee in order to enter
the building.

××

Myth: You must have an academic qualification
and be educated if you want to speak to MPs.
Fact: Your background does not matter when it comes to
participating and contributing to Parliament.

19

"make your
voice heard
through public
participation"
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Take action

There are a number of ways you can become an active citizen
and engage with the making of laws:
✓✓

✓✓

Vote — If you are over 18, you can participate in
Parliament by simply voting in the elections for a
political party that has policies you want to support.

Keep yourself informed — You can stay tuned in to what
is happening in Parliament by following the parliamentary
radio broadcasts, television broadcasts, business
and educational publications, newsletters, and social
media, including Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. The
Parliamentary Monitoring Group (www.pmg.org.za) is
another good source of information.

✓✓ Take part — Look out for public participation activities

such as the People’s Assembly (www.pa.org.za), the
Taking Parliament to the People programme
(www.parliament.gov.za), the Women’s Parliament and
the Youth Parliament, as well as public hearings and
outreach programmes.

✓✓

Be vocal — Make submissions, representations and/or
petition Parliament. Contact the Members of Parliament
(MPs) if you want to make sure that the law works in the
best interest of you and your community.
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"If you are over
18, you have the
power to vote
and make a
difference"
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You have the power to
influence legislation
in South Africa
Notes
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Men and guns

While most men are not violent, men account for 80% of
murder victims and perpetrators globally.

"Globally,
men account
for 80% of
all murder
victims and
perpetrators"

Statistically, the majority of gun owners in the world are male.
Traditionally, a gun has long been a cultural symbol of power,
strength, and masculinity.
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Masculinity — also known as manliness or manhood — is a set
of characteristics, behaviours, and roles generally associated
with boys and men and is mostly about how society expects
men to behave.
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From a young age, boys learn that to ‘be a man’ means to
be dominant, courageous, independent and assertive.
Manliness is about having strength and power — and this
can be demonstrated at work, in sport and in relationships
with others, especially women. Men are expected to live up
to these ideas of masculinity and are considered unmanly if
they do not.
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Men are also taught not to show their feelings with the
exception of anger, as it is considered unmanly to show
emotions and vulnerability, such as being sad, frustrated,
fearful or stressed.
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A woman is killed by her partner every 8 hours in South Africa. 17% of these deaths are from gunshots and in 75%
of cases, a legal gun is used. If you’re afraid of your partner, ask the police to remove the weapon immediately.
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If your partner owns a gun, you could be the next target.
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A woman is killed by her partner every 8 hours in South Africa. 17% of these deaths are from gunshots and in 75%
of cases, a legal gun is used. If you’re afraid of your partner, ask the police to remove the weapon immediately.
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Society also reinforces the belief that a firearm is essential
in order to protect yourself and your loved ones from harm,
rather than taking preventative measures.
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What is toxic masculinity?

Toxic masculinity is when the norms of masculinity have a harmful
impact on society and the individual. It doesn't mean that men or
boys are toxic or bad. It is society’s unfair expectations of men
and boys that can lead them to express themselves negatively.
It also gets worse when men hide their feelings like grief, hurt,
sadness, and loneliness, causing them to behave violently.
For example, it supports the belief that:

ŠŠ Rage is an acceptable response to frustration.
ŠŠ Vengeful violence is justified.

ŠŠ Men are entitled to what they want and can use violence

to get what they want.

Violence against women
Toxic masculinity often includes
violence against women, such as rape,
physical and emotional abuse, and
murder, as some men feel that it is
acceptable to be sexually aggressive,
to control and dominate women.
There are often news reports of men who
have killed their girlfriends after their
girlfriends have broken up with them.
These men may have seen rejection as
an insult to their manhood. Many men
haven't been taught to deal with their
emotions and to express vulnerability, so
the only way they know how to respond
is with anger and violence.

Why men get guns
ŠŠ For protection — Men often take on the role of protector

and provider for their families. Some men will, therefore,
feel justified to buy a gun to protect their family.

ŠŠ

For power — Guns enhance a person's feelings of masculinity
as they are seen as a way to achieve prestige, power, authority
and respect. However, this feeling is false, as gun ownership
by one person mostly makes others around them feel scared,
threatened and intimidated instead of safe and protected.
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"Most men
want a firearm
to protect
themselves or
their loved ones"
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Owning a gun can make you a victim "Carrying a
But why?
ŠŠ Carrying a gun may give the owner the ‘illusion of

invincibility’. This mental state could result in aggressive
and provocative behaviour, which increases the risk of
victimisation.

gun may give
the owner the
‘illusion of
invincibility"

ŠŠ Owning a gun is closely related to other risk-taking

characteristics. People who own guns are more likely to
be linked to gangs or be employed in the security industry.

Who is at risk of gun violence?

Unfortunately, if you are a man, you have a higher chance of
being a perpetrator or victim of gun violence. However, there are
also other risk factors that play a role.

These factors exist at four levels:

"a man has a
higher chance
of being a
perpetrator
or victim of
gun violence"

Individual level — refers to each person’s biology
and experiences, like alcohol or drug abuse, a
history of abuse as a child, behavioural disorders,
and low academic achievement.
Interpersonal relationships — refers to the quality of
relationships an individual has with his or her family,
peers and intimate partners.
Community level — refers to the risk factors of community
and social environments, such as under-resourced schools
and lack of safe spaces for learning, lack of support systems
and role models, high acceptance of gender inequality, and
exposure to violent crime in the community.
Societal level influences — refers to factors such as religious and
cultural beliefs, social norms and economic or social policies that
in turn influence people’s behaviour.
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Factors that can protect young men
against guns:

Just as there are risk factors at all these levels, there are also
protective factors. Protective factors can include:
ŠŠ Involvement in social activities such as sports.
ŠŠ Close relationships with non-deviant peers.

ŠŠ Highly developed social skills, such as the ability to

resolve conflict without violence.

ŠŠ Being religious.

ŠŠ Connectedness to family or adults outside the family.
ŠŠ Being able to discuss problems with parents.
ŠŠ Commitment to school.

"protective
factors require
time and
resources"

Solutions to stopping gun violence

Reducing the risks and working towards increasing protective
factors requires time and resources. It includes initiatives
aimed at providing quality education, job creation, and
support to dysfunctional families, teaching people skills to
deal with conflict, challenging gender inequalities and dealing
with alcohol and drug abuse.

As a short-term solution, we need to simply limit the number of
firearms within a community to lower deaths caused by violence.
26

"Guns are 18
times more
lethal than
knives. Limiting
access to guns
saves lives"
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Are guns effective for self-defence?
Examining the evidence

South Africa’s latest crime statistics show that serious and
violent crimes have again increased. Between 2011/12 and
2017/18, murder increased 31%, attempted murder 24% and
aggravated robbery 37%. A shocking 41.3% of murders and
59.5% of aggravated robberies in 2017/18 were gun-related.

"Most South
Africans fear they
will be attacked
in their homes and
neighbourhoods"

Increasing levels of violent crime and easy access to weapons
has seen South Africa drop from 123 to 125 out of 163
countries in the 2018 Global Peace Index.

People living in South Africa are scared. A StatsSA Victims of
Crime Survey (VOCS) found that people fear being attacked
in their homes and neighbourhoods. One-third of households
surveyed don’t go to open spaces or parks for fear of crime,
while just less than a quarter do not allow children to play
outside for the same reason. Also people’s satisfaction with
the police is steadily declining — from 64.2% in 2011 to
57.3% in 2016/17.

As such, people are looking for ways to protect themselves,
their families and their possessions. One way for some is to
buy a gun for self-defence.

Gun ownership and use in SA
The majority of licensed gun owners in South Africa are older
men who own a handgun for self-defence against ‘stranger
danger’ armed criminals:
ŠŠ 81% of legal gun owners are men.

ŠŠ 64% of licensed gun owners are over the age of 50.

ŠŠ 49% of legally owned guns are handguns (pistols or

revolvers).

ŠŠ The majority of legally owned guns are licensed for self-

defence purposes.

In contrast, the majority of the perpetrators and victims of
gun-related crimes in South Africa are young men who shoot
or are shot with a handgun during an interpersonal argument
with someone they know:
ŠŠ 45% of murder victims in South Africa are aged between

15–29, while 56% of those accused of murder with a gun
are between 12–24.
27

81%

THE PERCENTAGE of
legal gun owners
WHO are men
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ŠŠ 85% of murder victims are boys or men.

ŠŠ Between 1999/2000 and 2013/14, handguns were used

in 94% of murders in which a gun was used.

ŠŠ The majority of murders in South Africa result from

arguments between people who know one another, with
alcohol often present.

Why is it that handguns bought by older men for self-defence
against ‘stranger danger’ criminals are used by young men to
shoot other young men they know? Answering this involves
examining whether guns bought for self-defence are actually
used for this purpose.

85%

The percentage
of murder victims
WHO are boys or
men

Guns for self-defence
Research internationally and in South Africa shows that
while having a gun might make you feel safer, it doesn’t make
you safer:
ŠŠ Guns are rarely used in self-defence against a criminal

attack. This is because criminals choose the time and
place of attack very carefully, making sure their victim
is vulnerable and outnumbered, to increase the success
of a crime.

ŠŠ A gun in the home is more likely to be used to commit

murder, suicide or to threaten and intimidate someone
known to the shooter — an acquaintance, friend, family
member or even spouse — than to successfully protect
against an intruder.

ŠŠ You are four to six times more likely to have your gun

used against you than to use it in self-defence.

ŠŠ If you shoot at armed criminals they will shoot back 100%

of the time, putting your life and the lives of bystanders
at risk.

ŠŠ Guns are highly prized and are targeted by criminals.

Civilians in South Africa reported the loss or theft of
8,948 guns in 2016/17 — an average of 25 guns every day.
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"Having a gun
endangers
yourself and
your family and
helps to arm
criminals"
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What the experts advise
Rob Dale, Managing Executive Director of private security
company ADT, says the only time a firearm will be effective
for self-defence is if a gun owner is ready and waiting for
the criminal with the gun cocked and the hammer back.
“Unfortunately this is almost never the case. You’re not given
90 seconds to get to the safe to get your gun out.”
Instead of resisting a criminal attack, experts advise
not fighting back. Your life is more important than your
possessions.

Hijacking:

The Automobile Association of South Africa (AA) advises
that you should always comply with the hijackers, while
always keeping your hands visible so the hijackers know you
are not armed.

Home invasions:

Stay calm, speak slowly, avoid swift movement and keep your
hands in sight so that the intruders do not become nervous or
think you are attempting to wield a hidden weapon. Fighting
back raises the risk of injury.

South Africa’s criminal law allows for the use of force in
very specific circumstances. The courts will take into
account a range of factors when deciding whether an act of
self-defence is legal, especially when lethal force (such as
shooting a criminal dead) is used.
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“Your life is
more important
than your
possessions,
never resist in a
criminal attack"
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Facts
88%

The percentage of men
who commit suicide with
a gun in SA

4.5 million

The total number of guns in SA,
the majority of which are owned
for self-defence

15–29 YEARS

45% of murder victims in SA are
young men aged between 15–29 years

61%

20

The number of men
murdered with a gun
every day in SA

MEN

GUNS

The percentage of the
4.5m guns in SA that are
handguns (pistols and
revolvers)
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81%

The percentage of the
1.7m civilian gun owners
in SA who are men
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Myths
××

Myth: Guns are effective for self-defence.
Fact: While a gun may make you feel safer, it doesn't
make you safer. A gun is hardly ever used in self-defence,
instead it increases the risk to you and your family and
helps arm criminals.

××

Myth: Men will always turn to verbal
aggression or physical violence in order to
protect their loved ones.
Fact: Physical violence is a choice, regardless of gender.
Not all men deal with conflict through verbal and physical
aggression.

××

Myth: Men should protect women.
Fact: This kind of thinking reinforces the stereotype that
women are weak and need physical projection from men
who are considered stronger.

××

Myth: Vulnerability in men shows weakness.
Fact: Vulnerability often requires courage. Societies must
create space for young boys and men to be vulnerable and
see strength in gentleness. There are many ways to be a
man that are not violent.
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"most violent
crimes are
committed by
men"
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Take action
✓✓

✓✓
✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

Challenge male stereotypes by celebrating men who
express their feelings, respect women and deal with
conflict in a non-aggressive way.
Challenge the myth that guns are effective for selfdefence by highlighting the risks of gun ownership.

Create men’s groups that allow men to speak openly
about their feelings and frustrations and discuss what
it means to be a man in South Africa today.

Explore alternative ways to keep you and your family safe
from violence. Organise community policing forums and
motivate for interventions to make your neighbourhood
safer e.g. more lighting or community patrols.

Support campaigns aimed at reducing gun violence, in
particular gun amnesty and public gun-destruction
campaigns. Encourage anyone in your life who owns a
gun to hand it in to the police.
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"Explore other
ways to keep
you and your
family safe
from violence"
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Men are more
vulnerable to gun en
violence than wom ce
— 89% of gun violen
victims are men

Notes
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Youth and guns

Globally, young people — particularly young men — make up
both the majority of perpetrators AND victims of violence
and crime.

Here are some shocking numbers that show just how badly
violence and guns affect the lives of young people across the
world:
ŠŠ Murder is the fourth leading global cause of death in

young people between the ages of 10 and 29.

ŠŠ In SA gunshots have overtaken stab wounds as the

primary cause of murder for youth aged 15 and older,
though this figure starts rising from age 10.

ŠŠ Research shows that children are disproportionately

affected by stray bullets fired into the air or at missed
targets.

ŠŠ Young people are the main perpetrators of gun violence,

56% of those accused of murder with a gun are
between 12-24 years old.

Children and gun violence in South Africa
Between 1991 and 2010 (20 years) 467 children under the
age of 12 were admitted to a Cape Town children’s hospital
after being shot. Of these children:

43%
victims of crossfire
14%
victims of ‘accidental’ shooting
9%
shot deliberately by an adult
5%
shot by gangsters
3%
shot deliberately by another child
2%
shot while playing with a gun
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"Globally,
murder is
the fourth
leading cause
of death in
young people"
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Why young people use violence
There is no single reason that explains why some youth,
especially male youth, engage in acts of violence. It is a
combination of many factors, including:
ŠŠ Exposure to high levels of violence in society — many

South African youths are repeatedly exposed to violence
in their homes, schools and communities as well as
amongst their peers, both as victims and witnesses.

"There is no
single reason
why some
youth resort
to violence"

ŠŠ Dysfunctional family structures — including the absence

of family support at a time when children most need it.

ŠŠ Absent fathers — they may be absent emotionally,

abusive or simply not there.

ŠŠ Drug and alcohol abuse — by the youth themselves, as

well as in the home by family members.

ŠŠ Having anti-social peers — friends who are aggressive,

bully those around them, and generally get into trouble.

ŠŠ An inefficient education system — leading to high drop

out rates and low matric pass rates.

ŠŠ High youth unemployment rates — leading to poverty,

disillusionment, boredom and, in some cases, crime.

Exposure to violence
A 2008 study in South Africa found that:

53%

of young
people had
often seen
their families
lose their
tempers

24%

had been
physically
punished by
their parents

11%

had seen
family members
hurting one
another

11%

Of young people have
witnessed people in their
family intentionally
attacking one another
either physically or with
a weapon

facts about sa youth
1 155 629 started
Grade 1 in 2006, but only
34.7% passed matric in
2017

South Africa had the
highest recorded youth
unemployment rate in the
world in January 2017

49% of young people
aged 15–35 were
unemployed in 2016

50% (or one in every two)
school children has already
experimented with drugs
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What does exposure to violence do to youth?
Children and youth exposed to violence,
including gun violence commonly experience:
ŠŠ Difficulty concentrating in the classroom,

which can lead to lower marks and lower
educational and career aspirations.

ŠŠ Emotional detachment from friends

and family.

ŠŠ Difficulty seeking support.

ŠŠ Difficulty expressing emotions.

ŠŠ Anxiety and stress about their surroundings.
ŠŠ Less interest in activities they used to enjoy.

Youth and gangs

One of the most violent activities affecting many youth in
South Africa is gangsterism.

What is a gang?
Gangs have different levels of involvement and types of
participation. Here are a few basic facts about gangs:
ŠŠ A gang is usually a group of more than three people —

mainly young men.

ŠŠ They have a common identity, name or other identifier.
ŠŠ They are found in most cities across the world,

especially in overcrowded and low-income urban areas.

ŠŠ They are often formed to replace poor parental

attachments and become a surrogate family.

ŠŠ They almost always have connections to drugs.

ŠŠ A high percentage of gang members have dropped out of

school early.

ŠŠ For many young people, gang membership is a rite of

passage into manhood.

ŠŠ Gangs are rife in communities that have a high

unemployment rate, poverty and drug and alcohol abuse.

ŠŠ Illegal guns are highly prized by gang members because

they are outside of any control and do not require any
licences.
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people, gang
membership
is a rite of
passage into
manhood"
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Why do children and youth join gangs?
ŠŠ People are usually recruited into gangs from a young age

because of their vulnerability and because they won’t be
harshly sentenced if arrested and under the age of 18.

ŠŠ In the absence of positive role models, children and

youth are drawn to gang bosses, who often have flashy
cars, beautiful women and obvious power.

ŠŠ Overall, gang life promises material rewards.

ŠŠ Gangs entice children and young people into gang

activities by making new recruits feel important and by
giving them a sense of belonging.

Once children and youth are part of a gang, it is often difficult
to leave. Why is that? They may have committed crimes as
part of the gang, or they may have seen crimes committed
by the gang, so they could become a threat to the gang if
they leave. Gangs also ensure that their members are highly
indebted to them, making leaving difficult.

Protecting youth from violence

Dealing with the risk factors that make children and youth
vulnerable to violence and gun-related violence will take time
and a lot of resources.

In the short-term there are things that can be done, such as:
ŠŠ Reduce the availability of

guns in the community
and in the home.

ŠŠ Limit access to alcohol.
ŠŠ Implement social

programmes to give
young people an
alternative to gangs
and other unhealthy
activities.

ŠŠ Implement initiatives to

teach young people skills
to deal with conflict in a
non-violent way.
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"Gangs often
recruit youth
because
they won't
face harsh
punishment"
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What do youth think about guns?
Gun Free South Africa commissioned
a survey to assess the attitudes,
perceptions, beliefs and experiences
of young South Africans regarding
guns and gun violence. 238 young
people from Gauteng and Western
Cape took part in the survey, which
revealed that:
ŠŠ Youth believe that people own guns

either for safety and security or to
carry out criminal activities.

ŠŠ Youth believe that gun owners

are more respected in their
communities, so young people
are confusing respect with fear.

ŠŠ More than half (63%) of the

respondents in the study have
no desire to own a gun.

ŠŠ 95% said they were not well

informed about gun laws.

ŠŠ Victims of gun violence are

still afraid to speak about their
experiences publicly.

ŠŠ Solutions to gun violence suggested by the respondents:
ŠŠ Young people should be thoroughly educated on

guns and their risks to discourage young people
from owning a gun.

ŠŠ The taxi business should be regulated to help reduce

conflict amongst taxi drivers and prevent taxi wars.

ŠŠ Illegal guns across the country need to be seized.
ŠŠ Safety and security should be tightened.

ŠŠ Perpetrators should be harshly punished and

rehabilitated.
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"95% of youth
say they are NOT
well informed
about gun laws"
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Facts

6x

LIKELIHOOD OF YOUNG VICTIMS
OF VIOLENCE COMMITING CRIME

70% OF Sa YOUTH

ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE AFFECTED
BY VIOLENCE THAN ADULTS

43% OF CHILDREN
ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL FOR
GUNSHOTS SHOT IN CROSSFIRE
(1991-2010)

56%

Percentage of those accused of murder
with a gun aged between 12-24 years.

+15 YEARS OLD
leading cause of murder is guns

Did you know?
PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM GUNS
The best way to protect your children from injury
and death by a gun is to keep your home free of
guns and avoid households where guns are kept.
Never leave children unsupervised in a home with a
gun. Ensure that the gun is safely locked away in a
safe with the safe key also out of reach.

Don’t buy toy guns for children
When we give a child a toy gun we are sending a message that guns
are fun and that we approve of guns. Children also receive conflicting
messages when they are told to stay away from real guns because
they are dangerous, yet are given toy guns to play with.

In South Africa, a country traumatised by violence, we want to give
children the right message: Guns are not fun! GFSA urges parents
and care-givers not to buy toy guns for children, but to buy toys
that encourage imaginative, peaceful play.

This does not mean that children will not or should not play games
involving make-believe guns or sticks, but it is important for role
models not to be seen to support guns and gun violence.
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Myths
××

Myth: Children don’t know where their
parents hide the keys to the safe in which
guns are stored.
Fact: While most parents think their children don't know
where the safe keys are stored, often children know how
to access the safe.

××

Myth: Children know the difference
between real guns and toy guns.
Fact: Few children younger than 8 years can tell the
difference between a real gun and a toy gun.

××

Myth: If you have a gun in the home you
must teach your children to never, ever
touch the gun, even if it's not locked away.
Fact: Telling children to never touch a gun is called gunproofing. Experiments with children who have been gunproofed show that this doesn't work: children who have
supposedly been gun-proofed will play with a gun they
have been told not to touch. Gun-proofing children also
makes them responsible when the gun owner has been
irresponsible with his gun.

××

Myth: A child is not capable of firing a gun.
Fact: Many parents think their children are not capable
of firing a gun, but children as young as three years old
are strong enough to pull the trigger on most guns.

××

Myth: Gangs are a police problem.
Fact: Gangs are everyone’s problem. Communities,
government, police, educators and even families and
friends of gang members need to commit and work
together to end gang crime.

××

Myth: You will be able to protect your family
from a gang.
Fact: Other gangsters don’t care where you are or who you
are with when they decide to target you. It could be in broad
daylight while you are with your family or at your home.
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everyone’s
problem"
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Take action

How you can prevent youth violence in your community:

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

Get involved with sports, youth clubs, or volunteer activities to develop skills,
interests, and connections with peers and adults who make good choices,
such as choosing to stay away from drugs and alcohol, and staying in school.
Be aware of the effects of toy guns, and television programmes, movies,
music, and video games that promote violence, and consider non-violent
alternatives.

Get involved in or start a youth violence-prevention programme in school or
in the community. This would involve learning important skills like conflict
resolution.

If you or someone close to you has been a victim of gun violence or witness
to gun violence, it is advisable to seek help. Start by finding out which
organisations in your area offer support, and if there are none, take action to
introduce this important service in your community.
If you belong to a youth or community group, campaign for Gun Free Zones
especially in areas that are frequented by children and young people.
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In SA, guns are the
leading cause of
murder for children
older than 15
Notes
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Women and guns

Women make up just 11% of all gun-related murder victims
in South Africa. Most South African women who fall victim
to gun violence are killed with a legal gun owned by an
intimate partner — a current or former husband, boyfriend,
same-sex partner or rejected would-be lover. This is called
intimate femicide.

In many areas of South Africa, women are perceived to have
lower social value and power, and that men have the right to
control women. This can lead to intimate partner violence (IPV).

"Most South
African
women who
fall victim to
gun violence
are killed by
an intimate
partner"

IPV is a particular form of gender-based violence, and
includes physical, sexual, and emotional abuse and controlling
behaviours by a current or former intimate partner or spouse.
Research shows that living in a house with a gun increases
the risk of gun violence. In cases of intimate partner assault,
death is 12 times more likely if there is a gun involved.

What is...

GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE (GBV)?
GBV is violence that is directed at a person based on his or her biological
sex, or gender identity. Examples of gender-based violence include
sexual abuse of children, rape, intimate partner violence, sexual assault
and harassment, trafficking of women and girls, and harmful traditional
practices such as early and forced marriage and female genital mutilation.
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Guns in the home

A gun in the home significantly increases the risk of death
or injury. Guns are easy to use and will often be used to
intimidate during an argument and threaten women into
submission.

Gun use in intimate partner violence usually escalates over
time. In fact, international research shows that most victims
of femicide have been threatened with a firearm before they
were shot. The four main types of threatening gun-related
behaviour used by men are:

"Guns are
often used
to intimidate
during an
argument"

ŠŠ Threatening to shoot

their partner.

ŠŠ Cleaning, holding or

loading a gun during
an argument.

ŠŠ Threatening to shoot

a person or pet the
partner cares about.

ŠŠ Shooting a gun

during an argument
with their partner.

Did you know?
Intimate partner violence and gun deaths are particularly
high in families where men use a gun for work, such as in
the police, army or private security industry.

What is...
a protection order?
You can apply for a protection order if you are in an abusive
or violent domestic relationship. A protection order is a
court order that tells an abuser to stop the abuse and sets
certain conditions preventing the abuser from harassing
or abusing the victim again. You can start the process by
visiting your nearest police station.
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How to stop intimate partner violence

IPV is so entrenched in our society that preventing it and
other forms of GBV are long-term objectives.
There are laws that can be used to help protect a woman, and
help change the norms around violence in our society.

Laws protecting women against gun violence
The Domestic Violence Act and the Firearms Control Act
allow a court or the police to take guns away from abusive
gun owners. Any woman who lives in fear of a gun in her house
can request the local magistrate's court or police station
to remove the gun immediately, even if she does not have a
protection order against the person threatening her.
A gun owner is acting illegally if he:

ŠŠ Threatens you or someone else with a gun.

"There are
laws that
allow police
to take guns
away from
abusive gun
owners"

ŠŠ Threatens to hurt or kill himself with a gun.
ŠŠ Is violent or has been violent in the past.

ŠŠ Has been convicted of a violent or sexual offence.

ŠŠ Has a final protection order issued against him under

the Domestic Violence Act.

ŠŠ
ŠŠ

Does not carry or store his gun safely as required by the law.

Handles his gun while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

The oscar pistorius trial
The case of Oscar Pistorius, the former
Paralympian who was convicted of
killing his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp,
shows how her death could have been
avoided. During the trial it emerged
that he once shot his gun out of the
sunroof of a car while traveling with
other passengers. On another occasion
he discharged his gun while sitting
in a restaurant — a public space. If
action had been taken following these
incidents, he would have been proven
unfit to own a gun and his girlfriend’s
death may have been avoided.
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How to remove a gun from a person
ŠŠ Keep specific and accurate

information about the
irresponsible use of a gun before
going to the police.

ŠŠ Go to your nearest police station

and speak to the designated
firearms officer (DFO). Make a
written statement describing how
the gun is being misused. If there
is no DFO, report the matter to a
police officer on duty.

ŠŠ The FCA allows the police to immediately remove a gun in incidents of

domestic violence. If the gun is illegal it will be removed and the owner will be
charged with illegal possession of a firearm. If it is a legal gun, the police must
investigate the complaint.

ŠŠ The owner of a legal firearm will be called to appear at a section 102 hearing

at the police station. This is to decide if the gun owner is fit to own his firearm.

ŠŠ

If the officer finds the complaint is a true account, he can declare the gun owner
‘unfit to possess a firearm’. The gun owner must then hand in all his guns and
firearm licences, and is not allowed to re-apply for a gun licence for five years.

Prevention is better than cure

Experience shows that it is easier to prevent a person with
a history of abuse and violence from getting a legal firearm
than it is to remove a gun from a home after domestic
violence has been reported. The Firearms Control Act can
prevent potential abusive partners from obtaining a gun in
the first place.

As part of the licence application process, the applicant must
complete a questionnaire which asks whether the person has:
Been diagnosed or treated for depression, drug
and substance abuse or for behavioural or
emotional problems, in the past five years.

Been divorced or separated from an intimate
partner who they lived with in the past two years.

Police officers are also required to do three interviews with
people known to the applicant, including their spouse.
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How has the Firearms Control Act protected women?
Statistics show that between 1999 and 2009 there was a
32%
significant drop in intimate femicide in SA.

Researchers determined that this could only be due to the
Firearms Control Act because death by other means, including
stabbing and other injuries, remained the same.

17%
1999

2009

Women killed
with guns

Facts

8 hours

17%

83%

68%

How often a
woman is killed
by an intimate
partner in SA

The number of
these deaths
that are from
gunshots

The percentage of
women who died
after being shot

Killed with a
single shot, most
often to the head

Myths
××

Myth: The biggest risk for a woman is stranger danger.
Fact: A national study found that more women (57%) were murdered by their
husbands and boyfriends than by strangers.

××

Myth: You cannot tell when a woman is in danger of being
killed by her partner or former partner.
Fact: If there are signs of an abusive relationship and especially if there is a
gun in the house, a woman is in danger of being killed.

××

Myth: A legal gun in the home protects women, it is illegal
guns that are used in domestic violence.
Fact: Research has shown that legal gun ownership significantly increases the
risk of intimate femicide-suicide, with two-thirds (66%) of intimate femicidesuicide perpetrators in 1999 owning a legal gun.

××

Myth: If you safely store your legal gun at home, then there
is no risk.
Fact: No matter how guns are stored, what type or how many you own,
having a gun in your home significantly increases the risk of death for you,
your spouse and your children.
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Take action

Gun violence prevention begins with you. Here are some
ways to help:

✓✓

✓✓
✓✓

✓✓

Know the law, use the law, save a life — If you or
someone you know is in a relationship where there is a
risk of violence, take action to have the gun removed
immediately by the police or the magistrate's court.

Don’t turn a blind eye to gender-based violence — Offer
support and seek help from an organisation near you.

Stand up to men who are being abusive — We all
need to say no when men are verbally, emotionally or
physically abusive to their female partners. We need
to spread the message that violence against women is
unacceptable.

Support the international #GunFreeValentine
campaign — This runs from 14 February until 8 March
(International Women’s Day) and aims to alert women
to the risks of a gun in the home and how the law can
be used to remove guns from the home.
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"Know the law,
use the law...
save a life"
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a woman is
more likely to be
murdered by her
husband or
boyfriend than
by a stranger
Notes
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What is a Gun Free Zone?

A Gun Free Zone (GFZ) is an area where guns and ammunition
are neither welcomed nor allowed. The aim is to create a safe
space for people to live, learn, work, play, shop and worship.
You will recognise that space by the “no-gun” sign.
GFZs can be found in educational institutions such as
crèches, schools and universities, in community centres and
libraries, in clinics and hospitals, in government buildings, in
taverns and shebeens, and even in taxi ranks.

"Gun Free
Zones are
areas where
guns and
ammunition
are neither
welcomed nor
allowed"

Benefits of a Gun Free Zone:

ŠŠ They reduce the risk of gun death and injury. When there

are no guns in a space, such as a school or a shebeen, it
becomes safer and more secure for everyone in it.

ŠŠ They give people who share a space the power to raise

their voice about what safety means.

ŠŠ To establish a Gun Free Zone, it is important to speak to

people using the space as well as other stakeholders in
your community, such as the police. This communication
can go a long way to making your community safer.

The difference between Gun Free Zones and Firearm Free Zones
The Firearms Control Act makes provision
for Firearm-Free Zones (FFZ). These are
somewhat different to the more voluntary
GFZ in that they are established and
protected by the law and have stricter
enforcement and penalties. For example:
• Only the Minister of Police has the power
to declare spaces as FFZs.
• In FFZs police may without warrant search
buildings or individuals, seize firearms and
arrest people.
• It is a criminal offence (not a civil offence
as with the GFZs) to contravene the FFZ
status of a premises. Anybody found
contravening an FFZ will go to court and
can face between five years and 25 years
imprisonment.
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Gun Free Zones and the law

Gun Free Zones are established in accordance with antitrespassing laws. Every day people make use of the law of
right of admission to restrict those entering a space they
own or manage. For example, people can be refused entry or
asked to leave if they smoke, or bring alcohol or food onto a
property. The same can be done with guns.
It is a civil offence to contravene the Gun Free Zone status of
a premises, which means that anyone found breaking that law
can be prosecuted under the laws that prohibit trespassing.

Two types of Gun Free Zones
Enforced by declaration
People entering a Gun Free Zone are asked to
declare if they have a gun or are searched before
they are allowed to enter. If anyone has a gun,
they are not allowed to enter the premises with
their gun or their gun is stored in a safe that
is provided. Examples are banks, government
departments, and soccer stadiums.

Enforced by trust
Signs tell people entering this type of Gun Free
Zone that the space is gun free. People entering
this space are not asked to declare if they are
carrying a gun and are not searched for a gun.
While guns are not taken away from people, they
know that guns are not welcome. Examples are
places of worship.
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5 steps to declaring a Gun Free Zone

Gun Free South Africa has developed a 5-step plan to
establish a Gun Free Zone:

Establish the vision: Involves putting into words
what you want to achieve by making your space
a Gun Free Zone, and ensuring the buy-in from
everyone who uses the space to achieve this vision.
Develop a policy: Involves making sure that there
is agreement on issues ranging from signage and
communication strategies to safe storage and
procedures for preventing the entry of someone
carrying a gun.

Prepare for implementation: Involves bringing
in key stakeholders, which include all users of
the space, training staff who will be responsible
for enforcing the policy, developing signage
and registers, as well as conducting awareness
campaigns for users of the Gun Free Zone.

"establishing a
GFZ can be done
in 5-steps"

Implement: Involves putting the Gun Free Zone
policy into practice.
Maintain and monitor: Involves ensuring ongoing
awareness and education campaigns, as well as
tracking impact (Do people feel safer? Are fewer
people trying to bring guns into your space? Have
incidents of violence declined?) and assessing
enforcement.

Facts
Research has shown that Gun Free Zones give people a sense of security.
Besides South Africa, Gun Free Zones have been adopted in Columbia,
El Salvador, Philippines, Sierra Leone, the Solomon Islands, Senegal, and
Venezuela. In the Solomon Islands and in Sierra Leone whole villages or
chiefdoms have been declared Gun Free Zones.
The UN has developed a tookit to establish GFZs, recognising that
GFZs reduce armed violence and promote public safety.
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Myths
××

Myth: Gun Free Zones can only be established
by the Minister of Police.
Fact: Any community organisation, business, place of
worship, community centre, or sports club can declare
their space a Gun Free Zone.

××

Myth: It is enough to just put up signs to make
a place a Gun Free Zone.
Fact: Experience, backed by research, shows that the
success of declaring a space a Gun Free Zone depends
on the buy-in and commitment of the people that use
that space. The more people who support the idea of a
safe environment without guns, the better.

××

Myth: I have to provide a safe for gun owners
in Gun Free Zones.
Fact: There is NO legal obligation to provide a safe for
gun owners to store their guns.

××

Myth: Shooters target Gun Free Zones.
Fact: There is no evidence that these zones are targeted
by shooters, particularly mass shooters. Mass shootings
are directed at a specific person, group or institution
with whom the perpetrator has a grievance.
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Take action
✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

Let the owners/managers of Gun Free Zones in your
community know that you support this move and that
you feel safer in that space.
Start a conversation with your community group,
religious group or with your work colleagues about
creating a Gun Free Zone.

Ask for help in setting up Gun Free Zones in your
community — contact Gun Free South Africa for
training support and materials.

Find out about other Gun Free Zones in your area and
speak to those involved to get guidance and ideas.
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Gun Free ZoneS
provide an increased
sense of security

Notes
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Where can you find help?
There are a number of organisations across South Africa that can help you deal with trauma.
If you need help finding the right one for you, please contact GFSA.
LifeLine South Africa Counselling Line (National)
LifeLine offers free, anonymous counselling over the phone 24/7, throughout the year.
Toll-free number: 0861 322 322
The South African Depression and Anxiety Group (SADAG) (National)
SADAG offers a range of counselling services as well as an informative website with a section
dealing specifically with trauma and post traumatic stress disorder. Visit www.sadag.org for
more information.
Suicide Crisis Line: 8am–8pm, toll-free number: 0800 567 567, SMS: 31393
SADAG Mental Health Line, 8am–8pm, tel: 011 262 6396
The Trauma Centre for Survivors of Violence and Torture (Cape Town)
Offers counselling services for those affected by domestic violence, sexual offences and crime.
Tel: 021 465 7373
The Trauma Clinic (Johannesburg)
Offers a free counselling and debriefing service to individuals and families who have been
exposed to violence in all of South Africa’s official languages.
Tel: 011 403 5102
Stop Gender Violence Helpline (National)
An anonymous and confidential toll-free helpline for survivors, witnesses and perpetrators of
gender-based violence in South Africa.
Toll-free number: 0800 150 150
People Opposed to Woman Abuse (POWA) (Johannesburg)
POWA offers shelter and counselling services to women who have been raped and/or are in
abusive relationships.
Tel: 011 642 4345
Family and Marriage Association of SA (FAMSA) (National)
FAMSA supports families through stressful situations.
Tel: 011 975 7106/7
Alcoholics Anonymous SA (National)
A support group for recovering alcoholics.
Johannesburg: 011 436 0116
Cape Town: 021 592 5047
Durban: 031 301 4959
Narcotics Anonymous SA (Cape Town and Johannesburg)
A support group for recovering drug addicts.
Cape Town: 0881 30 03 27
Johannesburg: 011 485 5248
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Website: www.gfsa.org.za
Email info@gfsa.org.za

Postal address:
Gun Free South Africa, P.O. Box 3048,
Killarney, 2193,Johannesburg,
South Africa
Twitter: @GunFreeSA
#GunFreeSA

